Evacuation sites
For wheelchair bound students and employees

The following rooms by floor have been assigned as evacuation points for students and employees who are wheelchair bound. In the event of a fire, these individuals are to report to the room nearest them on this list. Aides employed by the school corporation to assist wheelchair bound students will be issued radios so that they may be in direct contact with administrators. In the event of a fire, or a fire drill or safe shelter drill, please follow these instructions:

Wheelchair-bound individuals are to report to these areas:

1st floor ..................Nurse’s office – R147
3rd floor ..................Rooms R309, R301, R318
2nd floor ..................Rooms R234, R212, R249, R262
Business area ..........Rooms C221, C206
Main floor ...............Students should be wheeled out with the flow of traffic through the ground level rear exits.
Tiernan Center ........Report to the second floor, north deck. Wait at the top of ramps at both north and south ends.
Civic Hall ...............Wait at north and south end exits.

Fire department specialists have been notified of these areas as evacuation sites for wheelchair bound students and employees. Appropriate signs have been posted in these areas.